As We Like It

ST. JAMES

"The Best People" at the St. James this week is one of the most amusing farces that have graced our stage in recent years. One of the most thought-provoking plays of all time, it provided several moments of laughter during the production. It was based on the original title role, "Nothing but the Truth" in the Copley Theatre and kept the audience in a constant state of amazement.

The leading female role is played by Mrs. Clive, a charming actress, who manages to deliver a few lines with such facility that the audience cannot help but enjoy the performance. The second starring role is filled by Miss Stevens, a young actress who has a strong appeal to the audience.

The play opens with a scene in which the two main characters are discussing some business matters. The first scene is filled with a lot of laughs, and the audience is kept on the edge of their seats throughout the production.

The story deals with the young man's desire to get married, and the difficulties he faces in doing so. The young man is portrayed by Mr. Clive, a well-known actor, who manages to deliver a few lines with such facility that the audience cannot help but enjoy the performance. The second starring role is filled by Miss Stevens, a young actress who has a strong appeal to the audience.
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